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One of the earliest projects that Pro Helvetia New Delhi supported in 2009 was 'When
Kulbushan met Stöckli', a comics collaboration between India and Switzerland
showcasing the work of graphic novelists from the two countries. Andrea Caprez and
Christoph Schuler, who were part of this collaboration return to participate in Mountain
Echoes, a literary and cultural festival in Bhutan and to present their recent works to
friends and partners in Delhi.
Creative output manifests itself in a myriad of ways. Graphic novels are as much about the
drawings as they are about the story. Andrea Caprez and Christoph Schuler work as a
team and combine their strengths in presenting the art of the graphic novel. Pro Helvetia
New Delhi is delighted to welcome Andrea Caprez and Christoph Schuler once again.
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Pro Helvetia New Delhi has moved to a new address!
With effect from 1 August 2013 Pro Helvetia New Delhi will be located in its
new address at D  9 Gulmohar Park (second floor), New Delhi
110049. More

Swiss graphic novelists invited to Mountain Echoes in Bhutan
Swiss graphic novelists Christoph Schuler and Andrea Caprez have been
invited to participate in the literary and cultural festival in Bhutan called
Mountain Echoes. More

‘Game Gazer’, an exhibition showcasing excellence in Swiss game
design to visit Goa and Bangalore.
The Game Gazer exhibition will showcase the work of students from Geneva
University of Art and Design (HEAD) and the Zurich University of the Arts
(ZHdK) in Goa and Bangalore. More

Surjit Nongmeikapam invited to perform at Theater Spektakel
Indian choreographer and contemporary dancer, Surjit Nongmeikapam will
perform at the Zürcher Theater Spektakel. Surjit has also been nominated
for the Zürcher Kantonalbank Acknowledgement Prize. More

‘On Life, Death, and This and That of the Rest’ by Urs Widmer
Swiss List  Urs Widmer's book 'On Life, Death, and This and That of the
Rest' translated into English by Donal McLaughlin, is the next title published
by Seagull Books. More

Mobile  in Touch with Digital Creation

Pro Helvetia Zurich is launching a new programme called «Mobile – in
Touch with Digital Creation», the third component of its overall «Digital
Culture» programme. Taking the rapid spread of smartphones and tablets
as a starting point, it will focus on interactive and transmedia creation. More

Year of Swiss architecture, design and engineering in India 201314
To commemorate fifty years of the Swiss Embassy building in New Delhi, the
Embassy of Switzerland has planned events in the field of architecture,
design and engineering that will highlight Swiss achievements in these
areas. More

Visit our website: www.prohelvetia.in
Join Pro Helvetia New Delhi on Facebook for regular updates.
Read the latest edition of the cultural magazine Passages: www.prohelvetia.ch/passages/en
Editorial: Pro Helvetia New Delhi, Communications / Sangeeta Rana srana@prohelvetia.in
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Pro Helvetia supports and promotes Swiss culture in Switzerland and throughout the world.
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